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Phonon Density of States of LaFeAsO1-xFx

Brent Fultz   (Caltech),    DMR-0520547

Research:

Scientists discovered that superconductivity in the

exciting new material LaFeAsO1-xFx is not

associated with atom vibrations (called

"phonons"). In conventional superconductors,

phonon coupling creates paired electrons that

move through the metal without resistance.

Systematic measurements of phonons in

LaFeAsO1-xFx now rule out phonon coupling as

the cause of its superconductivity. The true

mechanism, yet to be understood, is likely at work

in the other "Hi-Tc" oxide superconductors, but

LaFeAsO looks simpler to understand.

Understanding the mechanism of

superconductivity would show how to make

superconductors that work at even higher

temperatures.

All measurements were performed with the new

ARCS spectrometer at the SNS. Software for data

interpretation was developed under the DANSE

project. [A.D. Christianson, et. al., Phys. Rev. Lett.

101, 157004 (2008).]
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Little difference is

found between the

curves.

The phonon density of states curves are not consistent with

conventional electron-phonon mediated superconductivity because

larger changes in the phonon DOS would be expected as a function of

temperature or superconducting properties.

Moreover, the measured phonon frequencies agree well with first-

principles calculations which cannot support the BCS theory of

superconductivity.
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DANSE Diversity and Outreach
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Broader Impacts:

As part of its Diversity Strategic Plan,

several DANSE subgroups mentored a

minority undergraduate student this

summer. The SANS sub-group for

example sponsored a student from

Puerto Rico, Raiza Cortes-Hernandez,

through the NIST SURF program. Her

project aimed to understand how to

provide intelligent guidance on input

parameters for the PrView prototype.

This prototype has already been

successfully used to help understand

the deformation of proteins as they

pass through a separation medium.

This work was just submitted for

publication.
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“[2D] Model functions are courtesy of the DANSE

Project.”

From “What’s New” in 2008 release of NIST IGOR

package

“…Furthermore, it has been instrumental in allowing

me to obtain unique results which had previously been

inaccessible and exceedingly difficult to simulate or

analyze when using other software packages…”

From Australian X-ray scatterer

Raiza Cortes-Hernandez was mentored by Paul Butler with through the

NIST SURF program, with financial support from DANSE. Pat

Gallagher is at left, Raiza is at right in the photo. The inelastic subgroup

also has a minority SURF student, and we should hear about others

later in the summer.

The 2D fitting features of the DANSE SANS software have proved

useful for the SANS community.


